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Comments 

• I live out in Swanton but I work in Toledo I think that it is great that you were able to get into 

Holland and expand into the Glendale Detroit area more. 

• Our clients here from the Sight Center have low vision and TARTA is often not an option. TARPS 

is one of their main sources of transportation. One of their main frustrations is that TARPS 

mainly stays in the Toledo area but if they have a doctor appointment outside of Toledo they 

can't reach them. Medicaid cab limits 20 round trips unless a CSM adds more. 

• The suburb city council taxes and such make it more challenging to the point of being a barrier 

for people who live in the city and need services outside of the Toledo area. I can see that you 

are working hard and have significantly improved the route into Holland this is a great start. 

• A great start keep up the great work. 

• Yes, Holland was a big area that needed attention. I worked over at Zeph on Central and had a 

lot of clients who lived over in Holland they were frustrated with Holland being in a dead zone. 

• TARPS is often easier for them because they don't have to wait outside as much and the TARPS 

bus is smaller. 

Q&A 

• When will TARTA go into Oregon? 

o Service to Oregon is a part of TARTA NEXT. In order to get all the service out there and 

sustain it we're going in pieces, so this first package gets to Spring Meadows. The next 

package should be within the next year or so which will propose service to Oregon. 

• With the 32 changing how will all the seniors who ride the bus from Pilgrim Port, Reynolds 

Senior Village and Lakewood Senior Apartments get safely to a bus? 

o We looked at ridership on Angola and we found minimal usage on the stops, seniors or 

people with disabilities in that area may be eligible for TARPS Service. The fixed route 

service is available on Airport Highway which is very close to Angola. 

o Also, we will be introducing a microtransit service coming in the beginning of next year 

that will be available for seniors and people with disabilities for that area. 

• When will the Route 33 timetables be published? 

o Those timetables will probably come out around the middle of February. 

• What major employment sites are taken into consideration for new routes? If I'm not 

mistaken Flower Hospital and St Charles are not possible to go to? 

o Major employment sites are a huge input to any of these proposals.  Flower Hospital is 

not part of this package, but we mentioned some of the improvements we've made 

over the past two years, we did extend two routes to Flower Hospital that did not 

previously have service, Route 2 and Route 5.  Flower Hospital is also accessible right 

now via the Call-A-Ride service and that will evolve into the microtransit service starting 

next year.  



o As for St Charles, that's something that we will get to with the next package of proposals 

which will be when we start looking at Oregon in the next year. 

• What are your plans to expand more in Sylvania and Maumee? 

o Largely in those areas the microtransit service will provide more expanded service 

options in 2023. 

• Will there be a bus to Copper Moon? 

o We don't have current plans to get a fixed line route to that location. However, this 

location will fall under the new microtransit zone. 

• Will Plate 21 be available for microtransit? 

o For most of the city of Toledo, the microtransit service will be an option for seniors and 

people with disabilities.  

• With Call-A-Ride and microtransit what forms of payment are accepted? Is there any 

qualification requirements like TARPS? 

o Call-A-Ride and microtransit accept the normal payment options cash and debit/credit. 

The microtransit will have something similar with TARPS, where if you're a senior or 

you're already eligible with TARPS you'll be able to use the expanded Zone. For a typical 

rider there are no qualification requirements. 

• When will TARPS expand its service? 

o TARPS is a complementary Service which is based on ADA so it's always going to follow 

the ¾ mile buffer around the fixed line. So whenever a fixed line expands that's when 

you'll see TARPS expand. 

o You are seeing some TARPS expansion as part of this fixed route expansion. With Route 

32 proposed to extend into Springfield Township and Holland area will take TARPS with 

it. 

• Will the 44x ever come back? The service on River Road was helpful especially where Call-A-

Ride doesn't service. 

o Right now this package does not address that area. 

• Will we be able to access this presentation or recording? Please let us know how and where 

I'll share it with my colleagues. 

o Yes, this meeting is being recorded. We'll try and get it posted to our website as soon as 

possible within the next week or two. 

• Will the 20 trip pass be brought back on TARPS and will the bus fare go up? 

o The bundled 20 trip pass will not be offered, but riders may purchase as many single use 

TARPS passes at once as they wish. 

o We don't have any plans to change the fare structure as is. We're looking to go to the 

board next month to finalize and approve the fare structure as it currently is. 

• How far will TARTA go in Holland? 

o All three types of service will be available in Holland. Route 32 will extend to Orchard 

Center which is at Airport Highway and Holloway Road. Within ¾ of a mile of that route 

32 TARPS service will be available. The new microtransit service, which is a flexible 

service that serves all destinations, will be all over Holland so if you're traveling within 

Holland you could use the microtransit service and if you're coming from or going to 

somewhere say east of 475 you could connect to microtransit from the fixed route 

service. 



 

 

 

 


